
Top 5 Trends for Clinical Care in 2023 

COVID-19 the Calm After the Storm 
 

The COVID-19 pandemic had a significant impact not only on demand but also the production of many clinical care devices. Although the
unprecedented demand waned in 2022, component supply issues were extended. Inflation and production costs are expected to keep pricing high
for 2023, which will buffer revenues despite falling demand in unit sales in some markets, due to the over-supply seen in recent years.

Clinical Workflow and Cost Efficiency of Highest Priority

Healthcare resource has been hit hard by the pandemic, staff were overstretched and continue to be so as they battle to reduce the vast patient
backlogs awaiting diagnosis and treatment. There will be greater emphasis on solutions that reduce the burden on hospital staff with simple
dashboards and workflows. Cost efficiency will remain a priority as institutions continue to face soaring energy bills, and are forced to decide which
solutions to purchase with dwindling budgets.

Digital Solutions Will Pave the Way Forward

Interest in patient data to guide clinical decisions is at an all-time high. The collection of information to ensure patients receive appropriate and
timely care has been prioritised. This has accelerated demand for connected digital clinical care devices to enable appropriate communication to
and from hospital IT systems. As such, evolution in the clinical care market has only just begun. AI-enabled analytics will also continue to appear in
some segments to help further improve patient diagnosis and care. 

Vendors Will Need to be on Top of Regulations

To future-proof their own sustainable healthcare provisions, several countries are continuing to develop local purchasing regulations. ‘Local-made’
will continue to be a priority in emerging markets, which will create opportunity for domestic suppliers.  Manufacturing regulations are also
becoming more stringent, requiring significant investment to be compliant. International vendors will need to decide which markets will be most
profitable for them to compete, which will have a subsequent impact on the supplier mix globally moving forward.

Competition Will Continue to Intensify

There has been a hot bed of commercial activity in the clinical care markets in the last couple of years, with vendors either leaving markets, acquiring
others to enhance portfolios or facing recall issues. The pandemic has placed the spotlight on ensuring medical devices are safe and efficient to
reduce unnecessary risks that could lead to patient harm. Some vendors are expected to streamline product portfolios to ensure they maximise on
opportunity and improve cost efficiency. However, successful companies are anticipated to expand their offerings to other device categories, to take
advantage of larger contract deals. Asian manufacturers have also succeeded in obtaining a foothold outside of their domestic markets, setting their
sights on expanding presence further. As such mergers and acquisitions are expected to be rife through 2023.
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